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	Playful Design is primarily written for designers of conventional software,

	websites, mobile apps, and other computer-mediated user experiences

	who are looking for novel approaches to creating compelling, satisfying,

	and enjoyable designs. It’s well suited to anyone who specializes in

	human-computer interaction, digital product strategy, interaction design,

	information architecture, usability engineering, graphic design, application

	development, or similar roles.





	This book also is intended to be accessible to a broader audience of readers

	who aren’t user experience (UX) practitioners, but who want to learn more

	about how games can achieve great things in the real world. If this sounds like

	you, then you might like to start by skipping ahead to Part III, where I survey a

	variety of case studies, before circling back to the beginning of the book.

	Game designers will find new ways to think about the impact they can have

	on the world. Though much of the content in this book reviews practices and

	design patterns with which you’re probably very familiar (especially in Part

	II), I hope that the overall picture I draw will lead to fresh insights into your

	work. I also invite you to explore how opening a relationship with the UX

	design community can broaden the reach of games.





	I do not assume that readers have a ton of experience playing video games,

	although I believe you need to play a pretty good amount to design well for

	them. It’s okay if you’re not the world’s biggest gamer, but maybe you can be

	persuaded to get into what I believe is a very worthwhile use of your time.

	If you do play games, then I think you’re going to have a lot of fun with this

	book. You can consider the countless hours you’ve spent playing them to

	have been study sessions, as all of your experience will help you to get more

	out of every single chapter. You’re well prepared to reflect on the design of

	games and their broader significance in everyday life.
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Handbook of Ring-Opening PolymerizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
(Co)polymers obtained by ring-opening polymerization comprise a large portion of the engineering plastics industry and are used for preparation of many specialty materials, such as nylon 6 and propylene oxide.

    Written by internationally acclaimed experts in their respective fields, this comprehensive, one-stop reference discusses...
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Building Software: A Practitioner's Guide (Auerbach Series on Applied Software Engineering)Auerbach Publications, 2007
Novel in its approach to software design, development, and management, Building Software: A Practitioner's Guide shows you how to successfully build and manage a system. The approach the authors recommend is a simple, effective framework known as Solution Engineering Execution (SEE).  Through SEE, you create a successful solution by following a...
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Vampire Diaries #1: The AwakeningHarper Perennial, 1999
A Love Triangle of Unspeakable Horror...

Elena

Searching for the ultimate thrill, she vowed to have Stefan.

Stefan

Haunted by his tragic past, he struggled to resist her passion.

Damon

Driven by revenge, he hunted the brother who betrayed him.

The terrifying story of two vampire...
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Ten Ton DreamweaverPeachpit Press, 2006
If you're thinking about creating or maintaining Web sites, you're likely to turn to Dreamweaver, the de facto software tool of choice for Web design today. What could be a chore, however, becomes a fun and fascinating challenge with this comprehensive yet clever guide. Author Geoff Blake turns a technical topic...
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Ultra-fast ASP.NET: Build Ultra-Fast and Ultra-Scalable Websites Using ASP.NET and SQL ServerApress, 2009
Ultra-Fast ASP.NET presents a practical approach to building fast and scalable web sites using ASP.NET and SQL Server. In addition to a wealth of tips, tricks and secrets, you'll find advice and code examples for all tiers of your application, including the client, caching, IIS 7, ASP.NET, threads, session state, SQL Server, Analysis...
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Make Yourself a Millionaire : How to Sleep Well and Stay Sane on the Road to WealthMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Praise for Make Yourself a Millionaire:
"Charles Zhang is a true American success story. His hard work and dedication to providing highquality financial advice is legendary within American Express. This book is a great roadmap for those who want to reach their dreams. It is a must read."--Ken Chenault,...
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